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Loving the Questions: Finding Food 
for the Future of Theologieal Education 
in the Lexington Seminar
M ary Hess 
Luther Seminary
ABSTRACT: Although it ran for more than ten years and involved more 
than 200 faculty from forty-four ATS member schools, the findings of the 
Lexington Seminar have not been engaged as robustly as they could be in 
facing current challenges. This essay collates the experiences of the hexing- 
ton Seminar with recent educational literature ٠؛  suggest a range ofoptions 
in faculty development for meeting the adaptive challenges facing schools, 
particularly in terms of shifting dynamics of authority, authenticity, and 
agency.
. . .  have patience with everything unresolved in your heart 
and try to iove the questions themselves 
as if they were locked rooms 
or books written in a very foreign language.
Don't search for the answers, which could not be given to you now, 
because you would not be able to live them.
And the point is, to live everything. Live the questions now.
?erhaps then, someday far in the future, you will gradually, 
without even noticing it, 
live your way into the answer.*
This is the epigraph that Seabury-Western Theological Seminary used for the report it wrote out of its experience in the Lexington Seminar. It is 
an apt way to begin this essay, too, for in reflecting upon what theological 
education looks like today—let alone what it might need to look like in the 
fttture—we discover that there are more questions than answers, more change 
than stasis, and infinite opportunities to live into our questions rather than to 
close them off too quickly. Such a situation calls for what Glenda Eoyang and 
Royce Holladay describe as "adaptive action."^
My own contribution to this challenge rests at toe heart of toe discussion 
about teaching and learning, and in this essay 1 hope to offer a perspective 
drawn from recent research in theological schools as well as specific dynam- 
ics to which we must attend as we move forward. Toward that end, 1 will 
be drawing primarily upon toe experiential, participatory action research 
embodied in toe work of the Lexington Seminar, a Lilly-funded project that 
ran from 1998 to 2008. The annals of that project remain immediately accès- 
sible on its website, but few scholars have employed those data in their work. 
The project involved more than forty-four theological seminaries and univer- 
sity divinity schools committed to dealing with issues of teaching and learning
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in theological education. Each year, as many as five schools were invited to 
participate in a weeklong seminar held in June for teams composed o£ the 
six members of foe faculty and administration of each institution. Following 
the June seminar, each of foe participating schools was invited to submit a 
grant proposal for an educational project that addressed foe issue in theologi- 
cal teaching and learning identified by the whole faculty. At foe end of each 
two-year cycle, a joint consultation for foe schools was held to reflect on their 
projects and a final report was written, which is also available on the project 
website.
Teaching in theoingical education
We are only two decades into the renewed discussion about teaching 
in higher education that began with the initial publication of Ernest Boyer's 
Scholarship Reconsidered. Discussion of the role of teaching within theological 
education is even younger, although there is more of a center to foe discus- 
sion—not yet a consensus, but at least common ground is emerging. Vincent 
Cushing, for example, in his opening forward to foe book published out of foe 
Keystone Conferences, writes,
Educators are coming to foe realization that their work is more 
about learning than teaching. While teaching is a constituent 
element in any good education, it is foe process of teaching 
that has reformulated the calculus of education. Process 
involves the awareness of students' cultural backgrounds, the 
recognition of the experiential as well as the cognitional, and 
the evaluation of whether real learning actually occurred. All 
this places the emphasis squarely on learning.^
A concern for process in teaching, not simply the content of what is to be shared, 
emerges from biblical reflection on the topic as well. Rolf Jacobson notes that
foe people that formed foe Bible did not differentiate between 
different types of knowledge in the same ways that we 
moderns d o . . . .
. . .  biblical concern for foe corporate good must crowd in 
on us when we are thinking about education. Education must 
be about foe common good.4
This concern for foe common good is not simply pragmatic, however; it is an 
essential consequence of foe deep recognition of relationality that pervades 
the biblical witness, foe fett sense that our Bible tells us of God's ongoing rela- 
tionship with God's people. Melchert notes that
congruence between foe what and foe how (content and 
method) is pedagogically striking in Jesus' teaching and in the 
Gospel texts. Jesus talked of foe kingdom, the compassionate
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and just rule o£ God, what it was like to he a subject, and he 
enacted that in his interactions with people. The texts not only 
portray Jesus' sending apprentice-disciples to do as he did 
but effectively invite later reader-learners to find themselves 
sent aswell.^
Similar points are being made by theologians who argue, as does Parker 
Palmer, that "we know as we are known."6 Elizabeth Conde-Erasier writes that 
"knowledge is an activity in which the totality of one's being is engaged, not 
only the mind. . . .  Pull comprehension is manifested in action that corresponds 
to the relationship apprehended."^ A recent book titled To Teach, To Delight, and 
To Move, centers on "theological education in a post-Christian world," claiming 
in its very title this integrative and congruent theological claim.®
Within the educational disciplines more generally, a host of studies and 
theories point to the essentially relational character of learning, at the same 
time urging that teaching and learning not be understood as either relativist 
or instrumental in character. Jane Vella's very popular text on adult learning is 
titled Learning to Listen, Learning to Teach; while the classic text on curriculum 
design by Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe, Understanding by Design, notes that 
there are six facets to understanding: not only are explanation, interpretation, 
and application part of the process, but equally important aspects of under- 
standing are perspective, empathy, and self-knowledge—these latter three 
particularly implicated in relational forms of knowing.؟ Educators continue to 
draw on the work of researchers in a variety of disciplines. Within psychology 
Robert Kegan's work is central, and his constructive developmental theorizing 
also argues for an intensely relational, contextt^al aspect to learning.™ Soci- 
ologists working within education have also argued in this vein. University 
of Chicago professors Anthony Bryk and Barbara Schneider, for example, 
studied years of educational reform within the K-12 public school system in 
Chicago and concluded that relational trust is the key predictive element for 
whether reform would be successful and sustainable.^ Even neuroscien tists 
have begun to use the language of emotions and relationality to describe the 
complex processes by which synapses fire to create pathways of memory and 
learning. As James Zull points out.
Presenting our subject as stories . . . i s a  way to help the learner 
become emotionally engaged. But there is more to effective 
teaching than how we present the subject. Specifically, there is 
how we present ourselves. And there may be no more impor- 
tant part of teaching than the emotional reaction of a student 
te  و teacher.™
Teaching is fundamentally concerned with the process of learning. Learn- 
ing is fundamentally a relational, even spiritual practice.™ There is widespread 
agreement about these two assertions within the educational literatures. But 
do theological educators accept these assertions and grasp their implications 
for teaching in the theological context? There are signs that more and more
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of our colleagues are, in fact, moving in that direction. The books produced 
out of the Lexington Seminars, Practical Wisdom and Revitalizing Practice, and 
out of the Keystone Conferences, Educating Leaders for Ministry, are eloquent 
arguments for such an understanding. Three other recent books. The Scope of 
Our Art: The Vocation ofthe Theological Teacher, Educating Clergy, and the book 1 
noted earlier, To Teach, To Delight, and To Move, engage these issues directly.
Yet haunting all of these books are echoes of other definitions of teaching 
and learning, other, perhaps more technical or in trum ental, conceptions of 
the role of the theological educator. At the same time as our wider cultural 
spaces are shifting dramatically, responding to huge changes not only in the 
mixing of cultures as peoples move across vast distances of terrain and reli- 
gion, but also to huge technological shifts that make it possible to shift time 
and space in brand new ways, theological institutions are clinging ever more 
tightly to disciplinary categories and pedagogical methods that were devel- 
oped centuries before and which grew out of contexts that no longer ex ists
Ronald Heifete has developed a distinctive way of framing this dilemma 
by distinguishing between a ״technical" challenge and an "adaptive" chal- 
lenge.^ A technical challenge is one that can be met well by a specific technical 
skill. When you have a broken wrist, for example, toe best course of action 
might be to find the most technically skilled doctor you can and then to sit 
as still as possible while you allow that doctor to set your wrist. An adap- 
tive challenge, on toe other hand, demands active participation in seeking a 
solution and generally requires a shift in practice. It is not usually possible to 
solve an adaptive problem without changing, without evolving in some way. 
Learning that you have developed a chronic illness demands of the patient not 
only a technically proficient doctor but also one who is skilled in supporting 
the active changes in behavior that the patient will need to adopt to cope with 
the illness.
As Heifete, Kegan, and others note, we are currently living in times that 
present a wide assortment of adaptive challenges. This is as true within theolog- 
ical education as outside of it, but it is perhaps not as thoroughly understood. 
As theological educators face such challenges, many teachers (not to mention 
institutions) have grasped at what might be termed "technical" solutions, 
rather than seeking to engage toe underlying, adaptive challenges.
This is toe point in toe conversation at which toe Lexington Seminar 
research is so pertinent. 1 am disappointed that toe work of this Lilly-funded 
project has not been more widely assimilated into theological education. The 
Lexington Seminar ran from 1998 to 2008 and involved teams of educators 
and administrators from forty-four ATS Cm m issiom accredited schools. 
Aimed at engaging the entire culture of a school, rather than individual 
faculty, the Lexington Seminar asked schools to write stories that evoked 
rather than detailed specific challenges they were facing, ft then used those 
stories as a focus for shared and concerted work on those challenges. The 
project's narrative approach created a more open-ended and flexible process, 
which in turn provided more room for adaptive challenges to be identified 
and engaged. The rest of this essay will focus on what has been learned 
about teaching from the forty-four Protestant and Reformed seminaries
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and divinity schools, more than 200 committed teachers, and ten years of 
work to he found in the project files of the Lexington Seminar. Three adap- 
tive challenges emerge in particular: contestation over authority, growing 
from that contestation a renewed quest for authenticity, and growing out 
of that quest a compelling need to shift understandings of agency.^
Theological knowledges in postmodern contexts, for instance, are not 
knowledges accepted a priori or simply through assertion. They are knowl- 
edges that must build their authority and credibility through the development 
of authentic agency. You can see such challenges in foe numerous stories of 
teachers in the Lexington project schools who can no longer assume that their 
students begin from foe same base of knowledge and with similar expectations 
as in the past. Rather, teachers must build credibility with stirdents—credibil- 
ity of foe knowledges shared, credibility of their own authority as researchers 
and teachers, credibility of the impact of their knowledge for the contexts in 
which the students will be exploring and utilizing it.
The recognition that authority grows out of credibility built from authen- 
tic experience arises intimately out of foe current dynamics of formation 
within theological schools. Indeed, authenticity was not, until recently, an 
issue within higher education more generally, let alone theological education 
^ c if ic a lly . But as numerous studies point out, formation is increasingly foe 
element of theological education that differentiates it from higher education 
more generally.^ While formation is not easily nor universally defined—as 
foe Carnegie Foundation study notes, "almost no one, even in Catholic com- 
munities who use this terminology most frequently, is truly satisfied with 
formation language"*®—the language of formation is ubiquitous and nearly 
always carries affective elements to it. Where Wiggins and McTighe speak of 
foe elements of understanding as being "explanation, interpretation, appli- 
cation, perspective, empathy, and self-knowledge,"*؟ it is generally the latter 
three that come into play in foe context of formation. All three are woven into 
what is meant by foe phrase "authentic expression" that is used so often in 
foese contexts.
Finally, embedded in many of these school reports, in foe experiences 
of many seminaries in this era of theological education, is deep and abiding 
tension over the "ends" of their endeavor. For what purposes do such schools 
teach? David Tiede speaks of this dilemma in terms of foe tensions seminaries 
face in abiding within conflicting images of themselves as abbey, as academy, 
or as apostolate.^ If foe schools themselves are struggling with these tensions, 
the challenge becomes even more specific and pointed for individual teachers. 
The incentives for scholarship built into the academy model of a seminary dove- 
tail well with foe demands of specific academic guilds but do not rest easily 
with the challenges of translating scholarship into units of meaning sequenced 
well for learning. Similarly, foe demands of translating critical analysis into a 
frame of engagement that supports prayer and meditation (that is, the abbey 
element) are not easily met. Finally, foe task of preparing students for an apos- 
ïolaïe, for sending them into contexts in which they are leading communities of 
faith in mission, often does not align well with foe more distanced objectivity 
of academic scholarship.
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The challenges؛ Authority, authenticity, agency
The middle section of this paper looks at several of the challenges specifi- 
cally identified by schools in the areas of authority, authenticity, and agency, 
collating their experiences with the more general conclusions of the educa- 
tional literatures. Then the final section of this paper considers a range of 
options of faculty development to meet challenges in each of these areas.
The adaptive challenge of shifting notions ofauthority
What constitutes authority in a given setting is clearly bound up with phil- 
osophical discussions of epistemology. How do we know? How do we know 
that we know? What constitutes knowing? These are the underlying questions 
that well up in the midst of more limited debates over who has authority in 
a given classroom, or what constitutes an "A" paper vs. a ״c״ one.21 If our 
larger cultural contexts were not immersed in such vivid debates, it's unlikely 
that they would spill over into classroom settings in quite the same way. Yet 
it is the larger cultural context that presses into theological classrooms and 
shifts teaching dilemmas from simple, more technical choices of which par- 
ticular text to use or which kind of lecture to prepare, to a much larger and 
more adaptive challenge of what it means to know religiously and how one 
might prepare to lead a community of knowing. The schools in the Lexington 
Seminar voiced this challenge in a number of ways.
Institutional سس . Over and over again amongst the reports and narra- 
tives comes striking language about the shifting nature of theological authority 
in denominational contexts. Whether it was Calvin Theological Seminary 
pondering the role and shape of reformed theology in its current incarnation, 
Colgate Rochester Crozer Divinity School struggling te understand the ways 
in which its social gospel heritage remains active, or Anabaptist Mennonite 
Biblical Seminary rethinking what missional leadership is, many of the schools 
in tee Lexington Seminar felt challenged by the necessity of moving beyond 
simply transferring their traditional heritage to, first, seeking to understand 
it critically, and then making it "come alive" through justifying it to their 
students.22
No longer is it enough simply to transfer and hone specialized informa- 
tion between members of a community who have been previously socialized 
into that community's practices. Rather, the teaching/learning task is now one 
of simultaneously introducing students to tee deeper rationales and elements 
of a theological tradition at the same time as they must also be introduced to 
effective ways to critique and transform it. Many of tee schools in the Lexing- 
ton Seminar refer to this teaching/learning challenge as introducing students 
to critical thinking.23
Student body composition٠ Underlying this challenge of needing to 
rethink, retrieve, and reclaim theological traditions is tee shifting nature of 
student bodies in theological education. Where previously a faculty could 
assume that shrdents were devoting their full-time attention to learning tee 
content a faculty had determined was necessary, now students span a spec- 
trum from full-time, young, single students who reside in dorms on the
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seminary's campus, to students studying full time and working part time, to 
students studying part time and working full time while parenting, to students 
studying part time while living and working at a huge geographic remove 
(this last made possible through digital technologies and distributed learning 
frameworks). Most if not all of the schools in the project shared their struggles 
with supporting students from multiple backgrounds, but the narratives of 
Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Lutheran School of Theology at 
Chicago, and Lancaster Theological Seminary are particularly pointed on this 
topic.
Teaching across such diversity (which is further stretched if you take into 
account the shifting racial, ethnic, and cultural diversity of student bodies) 
requires more than simply adding a few courses to the required curriculum. 
Most often it requires radical rethinking of the entire curriculum itself—again, 
an adaptive challenge that forces faculty to rethink much of what they know 
about teaching and learning. Developing the relational competence necessary 
for teaching across such vast diversity is difficult, and many schools reported 
that the Lexington Seminar was one of the tirst times they could devote any 
concentrated attention to the challenge.
Faculty training and background٠ Changes in epistemology and changes 
in student bod ies-these  in turn lead to yet another challenge that schools 
in the Lexington Seminar identified: lack of specific training and expertise in 
teaching. Faculty generally prepare for their roles as teachers in seminary set- 
tings by studying for and achieving a PhD in a specific field of study. Few 
doctoral program s-although more than there used to be—provide specific 
instruction in teaching methods. Thus faculty learn how to teach by observing 
their own teachers, and their own teachers in doctoral programs are gener- 
ally focused on undertaking original research and initiating their students 
into the practices of such research. Faculty understanding of how one acquires 
and maintains authority in educational settings, for instance, is most directly 
linked to research methodologies and the criteria for authority that are devel- 
oped within academic guilds.
Students, on the other hand, are most often preparing for pastoral ministry 
in congregational or nonprofit settings. While credible research results carry 
some authority in pastoral settings, it is far more often the case that pastoral 
leaders need to be effective "shepherds, builders, and gardeners," to use Scott 
Cormode's terminology.^ That is, they need to be capable of sensitive human 
interactions, they need to be adept at structural engagement, and they need to 
be agile interpreters of current contexts. Few doctoral programs prepare their 
graduates well for the process of making research accessible, and fewer still 
prepare their graduates for the hard task of building authority through the 
nurturing of learning community.
Thus, yet another adaptive challenge arising out of the broader category 
of authority lies in helping seminary faculty learn to be adept teachers in this 
changing context.^
Broader issues ofcultural epistemological shifts. While I've already mem 
tioned some of the epistemological shifts that underlie these challenges, many 
of the schools in the Lexington Seminar specifically identified one cluster of
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such shifts as having to do with the challenges raised by racism in the u s  
context.^ Given the ubiquity of "white privilege" in the u s  context, theologi- 
cal school faculties have begun to cultivate deliberately what Brookfield and 
Hess have termed an "aggressive humility" in their teaching, and that, again, 
is an element of adaptation pertaining to authority.^
©ther schools have worked on understanding the specific challenges 
raised by students coming from largely international contexts. As Virginia 
Theological Seminary noted, international students bring with them a variety 
of ways of responding to teachers and often live within a complicated set of 
difterences in relation to w hat is considered authoritative in their studies.28
As faculties struggle to figure out how to teach amidst such conflict- 
ing demands, they often reach for technical "fixes"—adding more required 
courses to the curriculum, adding more noncredit requirements, struggling 
with one another about grading issues—without digging more deeply into 
the adaptive challenges, seeking solutions that have sufficient ambiguity and 
flexibility to truly meet the needs of their students and the communities they 
will eventually lead.
The adaptive challenge ofcompeting ways ofdefining authenticity
Authenticity as a category grows out of notions of genuineness, of affec- 
tive experiences that have resonance, of faithfulness and {actuality.2؟ In the 
theological setting, it is a term that has profound epistemological conse- 
quences. Is hum an experience an appropriate criteria of theological knowing, 
for example? To what extent is authenticity even appropriately used in theo- 
logical formulations? Yet while theological faculty will most often engage the 
term philosophically, our students—and often the communities from which 
they come and to which they will be sent—hear the term in profoundly affec- 
tive, embodied ways. Ask a professor of worship what constitutes authentic 
worship and you are likely to receive a response that is based on historical 
precedent and biblical warrant. Ask a student in our seminaries, or a member 
of our congregations, what constitutes authentic worship and you are more 
likely to receive a description of emotional response to specific forms of music 
or of visual or embodied gesture. The differences are profound and often lead 
to some of the most difficult conflicts in seminary settings. The schools in the 
Lexington Seminar often worked with this theme, engaging it in terms of 
reflection and experiential learning.
Integration and formation issues. One direct element of facing the 
adaptive challenge of what constitutes authenticity grows out of differing 
understandings of what constitutes "integration" or "formation" for our stu- 
dents. Several schools in the Lexington Seminar focused their work on this 
question, Bethel Seminary and United Theological Seminary in particular. 
One of the more painful conflicts arises here between what a faculty under- 
stands as integration, and what students see that term conveying. Some of the 
conflict is developmental in naftrre, and both of these schools have developed 
substantial processes for engaging the developmental growth they seek to 
support in their students.30
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Other faculties have found  themselves divided on foe definitions of foese 
words, and many of the Lexington Seminar projects used project funds to 
create retreats and other settings in which theological faculties could seek 
to understand the many ways in which they defined these terms, and then 
sought to teach toward such practices.^
Time stress. Teachers and students alike agree that time is a crucial element 
of authentic practice; time for adequate experience, time for appropriate reflec- 
tion, time for serious study. Indeed, one overwhelming impression upon reading 
tire Lexington Ominar project files is that schools simply wanted to duplicate foe 
Lexington Seminar process by providing time for their faculty to have generative 
conversations in more nurturing contexts than is typical for seminary faculties.
Here the challenge for authenticity is perhaps most explicitly about having 
the time and space necessary to support authentic practice. As noted early in 
this essay, teaching is no longer understood primarily as a process of deliver־ 
ing content, but learning how to focus on content within relational structures 
is not something most faculty have much experience with. Creating room for 
the reflection and learning that leads to appropriate change takes deep trust; 
developing such trust takes real time, and time is in short supply at most 
seminaries. As the narratives from Church Divinity School of foe Pacific and 
General Theological Seminary make clear, هلو  is a very pointed challenge.^
Media shifts. Finally, while no school's project focused only, or even pri- 
marily, on media shifts in the surrounding cultural contexts (cf. Campbell's 
work on "networked religion"), there were elements of these shifts present 
across many of the narratives س  reports. From the student in Wesley's narra- 
tive who was surfing the net while in a lecture, to foe student who refused to 
check her on־campus mailbox at Church Divinity School of foe Pacific, to the 
faculty member at Luther who loosed his blunt comment to the whole faculty 
email list, rather than to the specific colleague to whom he intended it to go, 
media shifts in communicative practice are present throughout foe teaching/ 
learning landscape. The presenting dilemma may be one of attention—to what 
does one "pay" one's attention?—but foe underlying challenge is rooted in 
epistemological shifts that form around issues of authenticity.33
The adaptive challenge ofagency
In many ways, considering questions of authority leads directly to issues 
of authenticity, and those questions, in turn, lead to issues of agency, of how 
to put into practice what seminaries are about. Indeed, the issue is even more 
bluntly one of to what end are seminaries educating their graduates?
When faculties were drawn primarily from people who grew up within 
their respective denominations, going to school together, entering foe pas- 
torate together, going back to graduate school, returning to foe seminary as 
faculty where they began as students, agency was not a very visible concern. 
There was a clear process by which people moved along a career path, and 
there was often tight relationality between foe seminary and foe communi- 
ties of faith that seminary graduates led. Funding structures reinforced that 
close relationship, with churches and denominations largely footing foe bill of 
pastor training, and thus receiving back from foe seminaries trained pastors 
who entered as church members sent foem .
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All of these structures are shifting and changing in ways that are not 
always evident and toward ends not always clearly defined. In addition, indi- 
vidual faculty face all manner of difficult questions in relation to agency across 
the seasons of their teaching life. Early in one's career, agency often focuses 
on developing a focus of study that can he made one's own, while later in the 
process, the focus might he more on integration across disciplines.^
Structural shifts٠ Many of the school reports in the Lexington Seminar 
databank speak of the dramatic shifts schools have faced over several decades 
as the cultural role of "pastor" has shifted, with fewer people wanting to enter 
that role and fewer churches existing to fund and call pastors. Several of the 
schools have faced abrupt structural shifts, moving either away from the uni- 
versities to which they were originally attached (as at Phillips Theological 
Seminary) or toward university connections (as at Trinity Evangelical Divin- 
ity School, Palmer Theological Seminary, and Bethel ^ m in a ry )—a trend that 
has only intensified in the years since the Seminar concluded. These shifts 
have dramatically changed the structural contexts in which faculty teach, 
often shifting incentive systems either toward more academic scholarship or 
away from it into church practice. In both cases it is the shift that is difficult, 
the change which requires new practices of teaching. Where once one's role 
was to preach effectively and teach students how to do so, now preaching pro- 
fessors may face pressure to publish in scholarly journals, or vice versa. The 
adaptive challenge here becomes one of understanding how one is to practice 
one's vocation as teacher in a context in which the very ground has shifted. If 
previously one's worth and practice as a teacher was substantially reinforced 
by frequent pulpit supply across the church, and now one's worth and prac- 
tice rests on guild recognition, how does that complicate or support what you 
do in the classroom? Or, similarly, if previously one's worth and practice was 
directly linked to the guild's reception of one's research, but now there are 
explicit incentives for impacting the church more directly, how do you adapt 
to such a change?
Graduate vocational outcomes. Underlying and in many ways under- 
scoring the structural challenge is the shifting nature of student bodies in 
theological education. Increasingly, students come from a diversity of back- 
grounds and previous preparation and are heading toward not simply pulpit 
ministries but a vast assortment of extended pastoral ministry settings. Here 
the teaching challenge is not simply discerning how a tradition needs to be 
represented, but in what ways students are to be prepared to lead within that 
tradition.
Similarly, as more and more students are drawn toward MA pro- 
gram s—many of which are much shorter and do not require the same kinds 
of candidacy elements demanded of MDiv program s—faculties find them- 
selves having to struggle with ways to adequately differentiate their teaching. 
A class on the Pauline cormspondence, for instance, may contain students 
with fluency in koine Greek and an interest in moving toward doctoral-level 
work, while at the same time containing students who are passionate about 
supporting ministries with youth and who have little attention for original 
languages—and these are just the MA students. Most seminaries do not have
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large enough ؛acuities to support courses that are specialized to fit specific 
master's degree programs but, instead, must field courses that fit toe needs o£ 
multiple degree programs. Schools as diverse as Gordon Conwell Theological 
Seminary, Lutheran Theological Seminary at Gettysburg, General Theological 
Seminary, Bethel Seminary, and Luther Seminary are all facing this specific 
challenge.
Media shifts. Here again, media shifts in communicative practice become 
relevant. A teacher who learned how to teach through lecturing can find it 
very difficult to learn how to teach in online environments. A teacher who 
is most comfortable using an overhead projector suddenly feels stifled and 
overwhelmed by a mandatory shift to a digital projector. A teacher used to 
providing evaluation feedback upon a hard copy of a student paper now 
finds herself or himself using electronic commenting tools to offer feedback. A 
teacher who circulates small group work across multiple groups in one hour 
of classtime, now feels herself forced to spend hours reading small group 
responses on a web-based course platform, just to stay in touch, ft is easy to 
become caught up in these difficulties, but the real challenge is not primarily 
toe technical one (how to use a specific piece of equipment), but rather the 
adaptive one of discerning how to be most effective, how to practice teaching 
in these shifting cultural contexts, how best to have agency as a teacher in a 
learning community.
Effective responses
The challenges raised are difficult and perduring, but toe Lexington 
Seminar schools have been enormously creative and innovative in their 
responses to these challenges, and it is to those responses that 1 turn now. 
Perhaps toe first and most important conclusion to share is that all three of 
these adaptive challenges—questions of authority, issues of authenticity, 
dilemmas of agency—are often interwoven in complex ways. The schools in 
the Lexington Seminar who have best met such challenges have sought, wher- 
ever possible, to do so in ways that meet multiple purposes, that draw on 
existing institutional pressures, and that provide multiple opportunities for 
engagement. Hence, over and over throughout the reports, successful schools 
note that toe Lexington Seminar arrived at an important moment—just as they 
were also embarking on a self-study for accreditation, or had decided to revise 
their curriculum, or were being joined to a larger university.
Three ovemrching strategies stand out, and we'll consider specific 
instances within each. In engaging questions of authority, schools have found 
it most effective to dig into theft institutional histories and founding docu- 
ments to trace solutions to authority challenges that draw on institutional 
DNA in creative ways, often reframing what had been intractable debates. 
In responding to challenges of authenticity, schools implemented a series of 
steps that might overall be termed reflective practice. And in confronting chal- 
lenges of agency, toe schools concluded that challenges must be understood 
as cultural in scope, and thus any interventions must also be cultural in nature.
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Reframing authority through drawing on institutional DNA
When it comes to questions of authority, teachers in the Lexington Seminar 
schoois have found a number of creative ways to respond to the adaptive 
chaiienge embedded in authority that draw on the institutional DNA of their 
schools for effectiveness.35
Learning-centered and/or problem-based pedagogies. One method has 
been to make very explicit changes in overall pedagogical strategies. Palmer 
Theological Seminary, for instance, has systematically shifted its entire institu- 
tional focus toward learning-centered pedagogies.3^ Drawing on the ״Baptist 
DNA" of its mission statement—"the Whole Gospel for tire Whole World 
through Whole Persons"־ the seminary has developed a list of learning 
outcomes it prepares its shrdents to accomplish. This list drives everything 
in learning at the seminary—from the development of overall curriculum, 
to specific assignments in individual courses. Such a shift makes transpar- 
ent the expectations the school has for the learning the students will engage 
and at the same time both requires and affords the faculty an opportunity 
to assess to what extent their teaching indeed leads to such outcomes. The 
need to reframe their curricular work in a way that very explicitly focused 
on "whole persons" was particularly important for هلو  shift in pedagogy, as 
faculty began to discover that their previous modes of teaching had very little 
impact on the specific learning outcomes they sought. Other schools that are 
beginning to implement le^ing-outcom e-based practices include Lutheran 
Theological Seminary at Philadelphia; Methodist Theological School in Ohio; 
Luther Seminary's children, youth, and family program; and United Theologi- 
cal Seminary.
Yet another shift in pedagogical strategy comes under the title of "problem- 
based leaming."3^ Few schools have been able to make the kind of whole-scale 
move that Palmer Theological Seminary has made, but many have chosen 
to use the Lexington Seminar to bring such ideas to their faculties through a 
variety of workshops and retreats.
Shifts in feedback and evaluation fo r students٠ The Methodist Theologi- 
cal School in ©hio began its Lexington Seminar project by describing faculty 
concern with their current processes of grading student papers. In the course 
of several retreats and a large project involving statistical self-study and 
further research, that faculty began to reflect back on the historical roots of 
their institution. Their memories of the innovative educational leaders who 
founded Methesco inspired them to rethink their strategies for evaluating 
student work. Rather than simpty rewriting their grading policy, they sought 
to invite students to become more active learners. They have created a system 
in which students receive a paragraph evaluation from every course that they 
take. These evaluations, in turn, are gathered and read by stirdent advisors and 
form the basis of a midprogram assessment that comes shortly after students 
complete their first full year complement of courses. Faculty are frequently 
invited when considering the broad group of students, to note any who ought 
to receive developmental support of some kind. While the process may seem 
cumbersome—and indeed, in one way requires more direct engagement with 
student evaluation than did their previous system—it is a process the faculty
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has received as being worth more than the extra work it creates. As it draws 
deeply on founding goals for the institution, it has also drawn the faculty 
members more closely together in renewing their commitment to being an 
intellectual resource for their whole region. Students, in turn, have clear and 
precise information on how they are־ or are no t—progressing through the 
curriculum, along with specific resources for improving their progress.^
Make explicit faculty  positions on disputed issues٠ One of the more dif- 
ficult elements of disputes over authority has been the shifting interpretations 
and understandings that arise as schools seek to reform and renew their 
founding commitments. Many of the Lexington Seminar schools wrote narra- 
fives and developed projects that ended up engaging—whether intentionally 
or no t—previously tacit conflicts among faculty over competing interpreta- 
fions of such commitments. As faculties diversify—denominational faculties, 
for instance, often now have members from other cimrches—complications 
arise over how to teach in settings in which there is not faculty agreement.^ 
Luther Seminary's narrative, for instance, used toe metaphor of a supertanker 
to talk about how a change in direction began long ago and only becomes 
visible now.
Many of the Lexington Seminar schools found themselves using their 
projects to explore more deeply such conflicts, ultimately leading to faculty 
learning to "teach toe conflict" more effectively than simply delivering their 
own position in isolation. Such a process required the development of faculty 
trust.
Implementing reflective practice
One of toe more powerful strategies for engaging toe adaptive chal- 
lenge posed by shifting notions of u then tic ity  is that of reflective practice. 
Indeed, the very concept of adaptive challenge is met in toe literature with 
corresponding work on toe development of reflective practice.^ If there is one 
overwhelming similarity throughout the Lexington Seminar reports, it is toe 
experience of schools seeking to create more room for generative reflection.
The Lexington Seminar process of engaging groups of faculty members 
in extended conversation over school narratives and then providing suffi- 
cient, even generous space for relaxation and reflection, was nearly universally 
experienced as generative. School after school wrote projects that sought to rep- 
licate, in some way, toe process of toe Lexington Seminar. Most of the schools 
developed retreats that were held off site at mom comfortable places than were 
usually accessible for the schools. Some schools translated toe retreat format 
into multiple special dinner engagements, and others used project funds to 
provide release time for specific faculty to do reseach on behalf of the whole.
Yet reflective practice is not simply, or even solely, about faculty members 
reflecting on their own vocations within theological education (although that 
is, in itself, a laudable enterprise).^ ft also has very specific elements within 
the process of supporting learning. Much has been written about reflective 
practice in teaching contexts, but here are several elements created by Lexing- 
ton Seminar schools.
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Developingportfolio processes
Several schools have either begun, or farther refined, a portfolio process 
o£ development and assessment with their students. United Theological Semi- 
nary's narrative, for instance, expressed deep frustration with its then current 
process of an integrative exam. It has since developed a multilevel process that 
has sftrdents keeping an integrative notebook, writing a spiritual chronicle, 
and participating in lunchtime forums in which faculty members share their 
own spiritual journeys. These elements are then, in turn, added to the portfo- 
fio that students keep over the course of their time in the degree program.^
Implementing critical reflection processes٠ Faculty members at Falmer 
Theological Seminary have built into all of their courses and highlighted on 
their syllabi a variety of reflection practices that help students and faculty to 
stay clearly focused on the learning outcomes the school intends and, in the 
process, to develop and shape critical reflection capabilities.
Another example growing out of the hexington Seminar comes from the 
faculty at Luther Seminary who have instituted the use of the critical incident 
inquiry form in their classes. This process, developed by Stephen Brookfield, 
asks students to reflect on their Experiences within a class session in terms of 
engagement, distance, affirmation, confusion, and surprise.^ Their responses 
are then, in turn, summarized by the professor who reflects on her or his own 
learning from the process.
Inviting fa ith  journeys into public storying. Many school faculties found 
themselves first in retreats, and then later in more public contexts, sharing 
and learning from one another's stories of journeys in faith. United Theologi- 
cal Seminary, for instance, implemented a series of lunch time discussions in 
which faculty members shared their own stories. As one faculty member put 
it: "our students always knew we had faith, they just d idn 't have any idea 
what that meant!" In several instances at other schools, emeriti faculty were 
invited back to share their own stories, and these stories, in turn, were placed 
in the context of the institutional history—directly exposing, and in some 
cases reclaiming, institutional DNA that had been lost or forgotten.
Recognizing and shaping cultural interventions
The strongest message coming through the Lexington Seminar schools 
with regard to the adaptive challenge involved with agency and teaching is 
the recognition that schools are undergoing profound cultural changes, and 
those changes require explicitly cultural responses.^ Many of the schools 
remarked upon the need to shift practices in relation to pedagogy, and those 
changes needed to be system-wide—explicit interventions in school culture. 
Hence, in many cases, there was need to draw upon institutional DNA and to 
build change into existing dynamics.
Over and over again schools wrote about the gift of the Lexington Seminar 
being the gift of time and reflection to layer over and under and around exist- 
ing pressures and assignments. Many of the schools were in some part of the 
reaccreditation process—either embarking on a self-study or having just con- 
eluded one and thinking about its implications. The project afforded them the 
time and space necessary to be more present to such processes than they had
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been able to be in the past. Other schools were in some place on the spec- 
trum with relation to curriculum revision, and the Lexington Seminar gave 
them needed motivation as well as concrete concepftral frameworks (often, 
the writing of the narrative) in which to engage deep questions of mission and 
goals.
Faculty reflection on teaching and learning. I've already mentioned the 
extent to which time for faculty reflection proved essential in most of the 
Lexington Seminar projects. Faculties facing teaching challenges often resort 
to the "technical fix" of curriculum revision, rather than the deeper work 
of engaging teaching dilemmas. Frominent in the task of doing that deeper 
work is the development of sufficient trust on a faculty's part to engage in real 
reflection on the issue at hand. Faculty reteeats—emphasis on the word retreat 
rather than recreating work in another setting—are one key element Lexington 
Seminar schools found useful. Recognizing that cultural intervention requires 
active engagement in a specific faculty culture—which can mean, in this era of 
faculty r(ttirements, creation of a faculty cu ltu re-leads to recommending that 
schools find ways to regularly honor faculty reflection on teaching and learn- 
ing issues. Faculty retreats are one source of such time, but so, too, are faculty 
reflection groups, peer collaboration projects, and so on.
Restructuring/acuity divisions٠ One of the more dramatic ways in which 
Lexington Seminar schools have responded to the teaching/learning challenge 
of reconfiguring issues of agency in a school culture has been by restructuring 
the ways in which their faculties convene. Marianne Winkelmes once wrote 
that "seminary classrooms are perhaps the single most important and most 
feasible place for formation to occur," and several schools have taken that 
assertion very seriously and sought to embed integrative work directly in the 
structuring of faculty practice.^
Bethel Seminary, for instance, completely reshaped how its faculty reg- 
ularly convene from what were more typical divisions into three centers of 
lea؟ning: the Center for Biblical and Theological Foundations, the Center for 
Transformational Leadership, and the Center for Spiritual and Fersonal For- 
mation. Each center has its own associate dean, who is in turn responsible for 
leading the various elements of the curriculum and shaping their accountabil- 
ity structures. Clearly Bethel is quite large as an institution, and this structure 
make sense for them, where it would not for a smaller school. The point, 
however, is not the specific configuration but rather the effort to reshape, 
structurally and particularly in terms of accountability, the main elements of 
its curricu lum .
Sharing syllabi. Ferhaps a more manageable, smaller first step can be seen 
across many of the schools in their efforts to reflect in shared ways upon their 
course syllabi. Many of the Lexington Seminar projects included sessions in 
which faculty members shared syllabi and reflected on the teahing/learning 
challenges they were facing. One particularly interesting example of a way 
to systematize such reflection is in place at Falmer Theological Seminary, 
where every faculty member files his or her course syllabi a couple of weeks 
in advance of the first course meeting with the library director. This practice 
arose in part because doing so allowed the library director to ensure that the
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library collection had adequate resources for specific course goals, but it has 
grown into an opportunity for the library director to reflect in formative ways 
with foe faculty (rather than in summative, employment evaluation terms) 
on the scope and sequence of what is being taught at the seminary. Thus the 
specific action-reflecting on course syllabi—has become a part of foe larger 
culture and structures of the seminar.
Hiring practices٠ One additional element of cultural change in seminary 
faculties was frequently mentioned in follow-up interviews in relation to 
school reports: changing foe composition of the faculty. Several schools spoke 
of how important hiring people into foe faculty who had specific commitments 
to teaching was, and how much they have changed their job descriptions to 
reflect their hiring goals. Palmer Theological Seminary, for instance, is lately 
only hiring faculty who are at least bilingual, if not multilingual. Bethel Semi- 
nary requires faculty to teach across various platforms—teaching in regular 
classrooms, in distributed online classrooms, in their various geographically 
disparate classrooms, and so on. Luther Seminary includes a sentence about 
"teaching in an innovative learning environment" in all of its position descrip- 
tions. Several other schools that are working on issues of diversity in regard to 
deconstructing racism also noted the importance of changing faculty culture 
through hiring when such opportunities arise.
( d e lu s io n s
Theological schools are facing enormous amounts of adaptive challenge. 
The boundaries of such challenges are messy, the parameters for change 
ambiguous, and foe marks of success elusive. Nevertheless foe Lexington 
Seminar schools found multiple ways to engage these challenges, and their 
experiences point toward paths for other schools to try. To recapitulate briefly, 
those challenges within teaching and learning—at least as identified by the 
forty-four schools that participated—include questions of shifting authority, 
struggles over what constitutes authenticity, and foe need to reshape faculty 
and student practices around agency. In engaging these adaptive challenges of 
authority, authenticity, and agency, the schools drew on three primary strate- 
gies. First, they worked wherever possible to draw in fruitful ways on foe 
institutional DNA of their schools. Second, they sought to implement reflec- 
tive practice in a multitude of ways across their school's teaching and learning 
contexts.** And third, they kept in mind foe profoundly cultural nature of foe 
challenges, and thus built into their strategies responses that took seriously 
the entirety of foe learning environment.
Considered in light of the broader literature on teaching and learning, 
these schools have accomplished remarkable change. Lee Shulman has out- 
lined a series of principles that characterize communities of learners:
The subject-matter content to be learned is generative . . .
The learner is an active agent in foe process . . .
The learner not only behaves and thinks, but can "go meta" — 
that is, can reflectively turn around on his/her own thought 
and action . . .
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There is collaboration among iearners . . .
Teachers and students share a passion for the material . . .
The process or activity, reflection and collaboration are sup- 
ported, legimated, and nurtured within a community or 
culture..  .47
There is a striking degree of similarity between this list and the "authority, 
authenticity, agency" elements of the work of the Lexington Seminar schools. 
Many of these schools have been quite successful in forming communities of 
learning, and the Shulman principles suggest further directions in which they 
can continue to grow. And that, of course, is the hope and promise of foe 
Lexington Seminar more generally: that theological schools can continue to 
grow and learn as they face the many challenges of foe contexts they inhabit. 
Unfortunately, foe landscape and environment of theological education at the 
moment does not privilege foe formation of communities of learners. In some 
ways foe pressures of our time push in foe precise opposite direction—toward 
fragmentation, "each school on its own," and faculty competition rather than 
collaboration. It is my profound hope that by lifting up once again foe findings 
of foe Lexington Seminar, faculties and their institutions will be encouraged to 
turn again to the necessary work of living into these challenges and growing 
to "love the questions."4*
Mary Hess is associate professor ofeducational leadership at Luther Seminary. From 
2005 to 2008 she participated in the Lexington Seminar Academic Leadership Men- 
toring Project.
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